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The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide a
focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are key
to the local public sector.
Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief
information officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC,
the forum provides online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledgesharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading
local and international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate
concepts that can be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal
community that encourages collaboration and thought in the name of improved
service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us
@PSICTForum
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ecurity has been ushered to the front of the queue as far as
business priorities are concerned.
That is certainly the impression given by ITWeb’s 13th
annual Security Summit, hosted in May in Johannesburg and,
for the first time, in Cape Town.
Global security expert Mikko Hypponen urged South
African infosec professionals to better understand those who
perpetrate cyber crime in order to get to grips with cyber
security challenges.
This and other key takeaways from this year’s event are
included in our overview on page 14.
In this edition we also unpack the realities of big data
analytics and shadow IT, both of which continue to impact
business operations.
A rather sobering thought: according to the Shadow IT
survey on page 6, almost a half of local businesses don’t know
if a cloud service paid for by the company is actually used by
all the account logins.
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Transform or die trying
Digital transformation is driving the network automation evolution,
and is key to survival, says Paul Stuttard.
by conflicting digital transformation
imperatives, ineffective technology
innovation, cloud infrastructure transition
and underfunded end-of-life core systems,
will fail to meet all their digital objectives".

PAUL STUTTARD, Director, Duxbury Networking

W

hy should businesses have to
undergo a digital transformation?
According to analysts, it's because they
will have to. For many, it will become a
question of survival.
Change is no longer linear, it is
exponential.
Digital transformation has been
described as the integration of digital
technology into all areas of a business,
fundamentally changing how they operate
and deliver value. It is also a cultural
change that requires organisations to
continually challenge the status quo,
experiment and accept failures.
Howard King, head of Data and
Analytics at a creative engagement agency,
writing for The Guardian, says: "Businesses
don't transform by choice, [they] go
through transformation when they fail to
evolve."
He says managers need to prepare for
the oncoming digital transformation that is
set to impact companies of all sizes across
the broadest spectrum of industry sectors,
bringing with it significantly raised
benchmarks in terms of efficiency and
productivity.
Will it be easy? John Marcante, CIO
of a US-based investment consultancy,
says 75% of companies, "dragged down
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Transformation tactics
From a practical perspective and against
this dire prophecy, how should enterprise
and cloud network managers, who crave
fresher thinking, more innovation and
automated solutions to meet the demands
of the coming digital era, move forward in
the hope of obviating failure?
Firstly, they should develop a digital
transformation strategy that includes
elements such as operational agility,
leadership, workforce enablement and,
most importantly, the integration of
new technology through a single-user
interface.

Change is no
longer linear, it is
exponential.
The strategy should acknowledge the
objectives of digital transformation,
which centre on boosting the efficiency
of applications, increasing the speed of
services deployment, and the provision
of extremely rapid access to larger
repositories of information.
In this regard, data is central to the
digital transformation drive. Data must
be easily accessible, ultimately secure
and increasingly automated in terms of
collection, delivery and execution.
Automating a network's operations
and processes is also an essential element
in the digital transformation process. An
autonomous network, featuring open
architectures, telemetry, machine learning
and programming is also predictive and

adaptive to its evolving environment.
Importantly, automation will allow
troubleshooting and remediation to occur
with significantly fewer demands on
senior-level resources, and in a fraction
of the non-automated time. Automation
is thus viewed by many as the only way
the massively complex networks of the
future will be effectively managed while
providing high availability.
Before initiating the essentials for its
digital transformation, a company must
encourage strong leadership. Thinking
differently with a mindset willing to accept
change is vital, particularly when it comes
to locating, authenticating and applying
targeted policies to users and devices as
they connect to the network.
A granular view of users, devices and
applications with an easy-to-understand
dashboard facilitates the efficient
management of inventory and the network
topology. It also supports the automation
of day-to-day operations through open
application programming interfaces and
simplified integration with third-party
services, such as security and mobile
device management.
Against this backdrop, it is no
exaggeration to say a strong digital
platform is the most fundamental
technology foundation on which
executable and sharable digitised network
domain knowledge can be built.
Actionable insights from the network
will support real-time decisions on
policies, devices, applications and
people. This way, the implementation
of technologies such as IOT (Internet of
things) can also be automated and securely
executed.
Finally, managers must accept that
it's a complex challenge to modernise
near-end-of-life infrastructures and large
proprietary legacy hardware devices.
Workforce enablement is essential if the
automation of the network is to succeed.
Embracing the digital transformation
challenge requires everyone in the
company to rethink their roles and accept
the impact of automation on their evolving
day-to-day experiences.
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Cloudera introduces new
business units to accelerate innovation
Cloudera, the modern platform for machine learning and analytics,
optimised for the cloud, announced the formation of three business
units that will focus on the company's core machine learning,
analytics and cloud initiatives. The additional organisational
structure and resources will increase innovation and accelerate the
company's offerings, further empowering Cloudera's customers to
transform complex data into clear and actionable insights. To lead
the business units and accelerate growth, Cloudera named three
general managers: Hilary Mason (Machine Learning), Anupam Singh
(Analytics) and Vikram Makhija (Cloud). The GMs will report to
Charles Zedlewski in his new role as senior VP, Emerging Businesses.
www.cloudera.com

EOH’s EnerClever
scoops SAP
Innovation Award
2018

Software as a service specialist, e4, says its bridging finance
online process within SearchWorks, e4's Web-based search
application service, celebrates five years of innovation, proving
itself as an administration timesaver and a much-needed online
administration tool. Designed to provide information and services
to property professionals, SearchWorks, through its bridging
finance offering, offers financial aid to accommodate and pay
sellers or estate agents that require funds upfront. The service is
proving successful, with recent applications within several large
groups for bridging finance. Chantelle Frier, Data Division, sales
manager, says the service is unique because of its ability to provide
automatic checks on each applicant.
www.e4.co.za

EOH International company
EnerClever scooped a Regional
Choice award at the recent
global SAP Innovation
Awards for its smart waste
management solution, which
aims to revolutionise the
waste collection process.
The SAP Innovation Awards
celebrate the achievements
of top SAP partners across
the globe that are using SAP
platform technologies, such as
SAP Leonardo, to transform
public and private sector
organisations, drive innovation
for customers while making
an impact of social value, and
win in the digital economy.
The award recognises the
co-innovation project EOH
and SAP have collaborated
on together with a waste
management organisation in
the UAE.
www.eoh.co.za

Kyocera Document Solutions SA
partners with Noscotek

Durrant Printing Solutions
expands operations with Xerox

Kyocera Document Solutions South Africa has announced a new
integrative partnership with IT solution provider Noscotek, in
which both companies will support Adrian Wood Racing, as
Wood competes in the upcoming GTC2 series of racing events.
Noscotek is based in Johannesburg and specialises in enterprise
content management, document management, business process
management, records management, POPI compliance, mobile
cloud software, scanning, doForms, print management and mobile
forms. "We believe that Adrian Wood, as the VW driver in the Sasol
GTC Africa (GTC2) series, mirrors our approach," says Werner
Engelbrecht, MD at Kyocera Document Solutions South Africa.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Pretoria-based Durrant Printing has expanded its operations and
offerings by opening another branch in Pretoria, and choosing
Xerox as its preferred supplier with the new Xerox Versant 80.
Both branches offer the complete solution from concept design,
proofing, printing and finishing. For Gary Durrant and his team,
printing is all about efficiency, and to achieve this level of efficiency
only state-of-the-art printing technology is acceptable. This is the
reason why the company has turned to Xerox for both its colour and
monochrome print solutions. Both the Versant 2100 and the Versant
80 are high-volume, high-quality colour production printers.
www.bdsol.co.za

e4's innovative bridging finance
service in SearchWorks

Scott Ambler, Mark
Lines talk business
agility in SA
IndigoCube will again host the
internationally renowned and
locally popular Scott Ambler
and Mark Lines, creators of the
Disciplined Agile Framework,
at the first Business Agility
Conference hosted in SA, held in
Jaco Viljoen, IndigoCube
conjunction with IBM. The duo
will host a conference and present workshops for a week in July.
www.indigocube.co.za

Nicolas Blank, NBConsult

NBConsult talks
cloud migration
During a recent Webinar
focused on deriving real
value from cloud migration,
NBConsult's group CEO,
Nicolas Blank, said: "Today, we
still approach this cloud thing
as a nirvana or some sort of
miracle. We don't always know
how to get there. More often
than not, the technical bit is
the easy bit."
www.nbconsult.co.za

The root of the current
software development crisis
South Africans are abuzz with being part of the "I wanna lend a
hand. #Send me" movement. Muxe Nkondo, in this week's Sunday
Independent, succinctly captures the effort that is required from
ordinary citizens, where he states: "To tackle these challenges,
therefore, requires more than an expression of intent handed over
for implementation. It demands the alteration of the structures."
Chillisoft Solution Services says software development training
is not about building software development factories. It is about
consciously developing and training individuals who choose
software development as a career. It is about ensuring these
software professionals are accountable.
www.chillisoft.co.za
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DVT sponsors
UX South Africa
Conference

Chris Dawson, DVT

Software development and testing
company DVT recently sponsored
the UX South Africa Conference
(#UXJHB18), which took place
from 9 to 11 May, in Johannesburg.
The annual event brings together
practitioners, professionals, and
industry experts to explore the
current state of user experience
(UX), user-centred design and
human-centred design.
www.dvt.co.za

EOH OpenText to showcase
Asset Suite for InfoArchive
EOH OpenText showcased the Asset Suite for InfoArchive at
OpenText Innovation Tour 2018, a one-day conference packed
with keynotes, customer case studies and product roadmaps,
among other features. EOH was a diamond sponsor of the event
held on 30 May at The Forum (The Campus), in Johannesburg,
and used the opportunity to share its digital vision, roadmap
and the portfolio of enhancements to its EIM platform. EOH EIM
executive Victor van der Watt says the OpenText Innovation Tour
provided a fantastic opportunity to connect with customers. "It
is also a good platform for our customers to connect directly with
our OpenText specialists."
www.eoh.co.za

FastNet soars to PCI V3.2
FastNet, a subsidiary in the Telkom Group, has ascended to version
3.2 of the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security Standards Council
Data Security Standard. In maintaining its PCI compliance, the
wireless operator protects the interest of the national payment
system for several major retailers in SA, enabling most of the leading
national banking institutions in the country. "Service providers
must also establish responsibility for their executive management
for the protection of cardholder data and a PCI DSS compliance
programme," says Bob Lafite, CTO of FastNet. The company was the
first operator to achieve PCI certification in the country.
www.fastnet.co.za

Record-breaking industry support for
ITWeb’s Security Summit 2018
ITWeb's flagship Security Summit was a sell-out! All sponsorship
and exhibitor opportunities at the 13th annual cyber security
gathering were taken up. Africa's largest and most definitive
information security event took place from 21 to 25 May, at
Vodacom World, in Midrand. The event brought together the
nation's most influential information security leaders, as well as
a range of notable international keynote speakers, to address the
challenges of an ever-changing threat landscape. The summit also
featured four half-day workshops, as well as five two-day training
courses and a ‘Back to basics: demystifying the jargon’ boot camp.
www.itweb.co.za

Copy Express continues
rapid expansion with Xerox
Copy Express, one of Cape Town's fastest growing retail printing
franchise chains, has added the Xerox Versant 80 to its flagship
store. This purchase was made from Bytes Document Solutions
(BDS) approved Xerox business partner, Cape Office Machines
(COM). COM is South Africa's longest Xerox partner, having been
in business for over 40 years, and has recently been acquired by
BDS. The shopping centre-based store, headquartered in Bellville,
bought the new press as an upgrade to the Xerox Colour C70,
offering customers even faster turnaround, improved quality, and
an expanded range of print products, including 660mm x 330mm
size posters.
www.bdsol.co.za

Xerox launches ConnectKey-enabled
VersaLink C7000 Series
As part of the company's ConnectKey portfolio that launched last
year, Xerox announced the VersaLink C7000 Series multifunction
colour printer. This mobile-ready and app-enabled device is
ideal for small to medium workgroups to enhance efficiency and
productivity. The VersaLink C7000 offers print speeds up to 30
ppm in colour or black-and-white, and first-page output as quick
as 5.1 seconds. It offers a print resolution of 1 200 x 2 400 dpi and
can handle a range of paper sizes – from letter to legal to tabloid.
Xerox's ConnectKey technology transforms traditional printing
devices into smart, connected workplace assistants.
www.bdsol.co.za
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ISACA SA chapter board of directors 2018-2020

ISACA SA elects new board
ISACA South Africa held its annual general meeting on 20 April at the
Maslow Hotel, in Sandton, Johannesburg. The atmosphere was filled
with the excitement of a newly elected board. The organisation's
leadership expressed their gratitude to the outgoing board of
directors and acknowledged their contributions to ISACA SA.
www.isaca.org

Thwarting cyber crime in SA
NEWORDER, a leading South African information security provider
specialising in hacking and industrial espionage protection, is
partnering with EC-Council, the world's largest body in cyber
security training and certifications in its war against cyber crime
in South Africa. With this partnership, NEWORDER Training
Academy has secured the ideal platform from which to impart
critical cyber fighting skills.
www.newordergroup.net
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Open source
connects

GDPR compliance
After two years, and following ratification of the UK Data
Protection Law (2018), the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) has come into effect and Redstor has all the expertise
required to help organisations comply and remain compliant. "The
EU's new data protection regulation is complex to understand
and implement. As a data processor, Redstor understands the
enhanced level of responsibility it has under GDPR to ensure the
security of data that can identify an individual; we will work with
end-users and partners to ensure their adherence to the GDPR,"
says Jaco Benzien, Data Protection Officer at Redstor.
www.redstor.com

Leading customer experience
The latest Forrester Wave: Digital Asset Management for Customer
Experience report recognises OpenTex Media Management as a
leader in its field. This report by analyst firm Forrester Research
states that OpenText's "strong vision recognises the challenges that
organisations have today with delivering content to a multitude of
channels" and notes its "superior partner ecosystem with global
system integrators gives it a leg up in large rollouts.”
www.opentext.com

Outperforming peers with next-gen solutions
Panda Security has seen a marked increase in cyber crime, with
many high-profile attacks on organisations. The company
has made significant advances in its technology and has been
recognised for its 'best-of-breed' AV and EDR solutions in several
recent independent reports. The company ranked first in AVComparatives Real World Protection Test, top in Gartner Peer
Reviews, and named a Visionary in Gartner's 2018 Magic Quadrant.
www.pandasecurity.com

Addressing SA's software skills shortage
South Africa might be a leading economy in Africa, but continues
to reflect a high rate of unemployment. Statistics from the
Quarterly Labour Force Survey disclose worrying details about the
high level of youth unemployment. The survey states 39% of all
unemployed South Africans have never worked before and most
of the youth struggle to find their first job. SynergERP's view is
that businesses can (and should) pitch in now to help rectify this,
suggesting that through SETA training initiatives, companies can
make a difference.
www.synergerp.com

Good ROI
A study commissioned
by Software AG into its
digital business platform,
conducted by Forrester
Consulting in April this
year, showed companies
obtained a return on
investment within a
six-month payback
period. According to the study companies also enjoyed increased
productivity, IOT connectivity benefits as well as better business
insights.
www.softwareag.com

There is no better way to learn
how to leverage the ability to
connect, grow and scale with
open source technologies
and agile processes than
at open source specialist
Obsidian Systems free beer
sessions. At a recent session,
DevOps collaborator Candice
Herotodou, relayed her
journey in a presentation titled DevOps Culture: Are you ready? The
event also featured Quintin de Kock who spoke of how Netstar took
advantage of open source tech to scale its production environment.
www.obsidian.co.za

Properbuz appoints advisor
Properbuz, the global property search website has appointed David
Drake (founder and chairman at LDJ Capital, a multi-family office
which deals in worldwide funds) to its advisory board. Owned by
Bebuzee (a company specialising in internet related services and
products including a content sharing social network and lifestyle
and worldwide shopping platform), Properbuz is launching its
initial coin offering, aiming to decentralise a $217 trillion global
real estate market by developing a blockchain-based decentralised
protocol. This it believes will ore privacy, a more reliable service,
and increased security for the real estate industry.
www.properbuz.com

COMPUTING
Innovation in digitally
printed pieces a reality
The company that invented the copier, laser printing and printon-demand is announcing another first in the world of print: a
high-speed, six station colour press that combines four-colour
printing with up to two specialty dry inks in one printing pass.
The Xerox Iridesse Production Press is the only digital press that
can print metallic gold or silver dry ink, CMYK and clear dry ink
in a single pass, giving print providers an immediate competitive
edge in the growing digital print enhancement market. Iridesse
eliminates multiple presses and processes usually required for print
embellishments, increasing capacity and profits for customers.
www.bdsol.co.za

Cloud 101
Rieva Lesonsky, CEO of GrowBiz Media & SmallBizDaily, says
cloud computing has been around for quite a while now, but if
your understanding of the term is ‘cloudy’, you're not alone. Bytes
Document Solutions has released an article by Lesonsky, entitled
Cloud 101, in which the author explains how in cloud computing,
data is stored on the cloud service provider's servers, instead of
in-house. You can also use cloud-based software, or software as
a service. Instead of downloading and installing software, you
subscribe to it for a monthly or annual fee. In both cases, you
access your data and your apps through the Internet.
www.bdsol.co.za
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SHADOW IT SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Local firms grapple to control
use of cloud apps
Over 50% of SA companies don’t have defined policies when it
comes to their employees wanting to make use of cloud services.

A

lmost half of local organisations are
not sure if a purchased cloud service is
used by all the account logins paid for by the
company.
This is according to a Shadow IT
Survey run by ITWeb and T-Systems, in
partnership with Symantec, which aimed to
determine, among other things, the current
business attitude towards cloud services.
The survey respondents were largely IT
professionals and senior executives from a
variety of South African public and private
sector organisations.
Shadow IT is a term used to describe IT
systems and solutions built and used inside
organisations without the explicit approval
of the organisation.
Around 42% of respondents admitted
that between two and five of their cloud
services have been formally approved by
their organisation, while 19% said none had
been approved.
"We have found that organisations have
hugely underestimated their exposure
to apps, which could have inherent risks
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to business. Typical organisations
estimate their exposure to be under 50
applications, where the reality (postaudit) indicates that exposure could
be as much as ten to 15 times that,"
says Jon Hamlet, country manager at
Symantec SA.
Hamlet advises companies to conduct
a shadow IT audit to get an accurate
reflection of their cloud application
usage. This will enable implementation
of effective strategies for cloud
adoption, he says.
Security (61%) emerged as the
biggest barrier to using cloud services,
integration of cloud with existing
IT systems (53%) came out as the
second biggest barrier. Another 41% of
respondents admitted that compliance
laws and regulations hinder their use
of cloud.
Although the use of cloud in the
enterprise has helped employees
become more efficient and productive
in their jobs, it has also brought
security challenges to the business,
notes security experts.
Gartner predicts 95% of cloud
security incidents will be the
customer's fault.
“Shadow IT is growing and is
an unstoppable force. If governed,
managed and guided appropriately to
mitigate the risks, shadow IT can create
a lot of value for the organisation but if left unguided and controlled, it
can destroy business value,” says the
research firm.
It is alarming that over half (50.6%)
of respondents, admitted to not having
defined policies for users wanting to
utilise cloud services, while 39% do.
Use of SaaS
The survey further found, while
the majority of respondents (71%)

believe that the use of SaaS within their
organisation will increase in the next two
years, a very small percentage (3%) believe
it will decrease.
According to SaaS portal – serviceoriented.com, a demand-user view of
software is set to dominate, with suppliers
making software available on central servers
on a pay-per-use basis.
A research report by Gigaom research,
reveals a staggering 81% of line-ofbusiness employees admitted using
unauthorised SaaS applications. When it
comes to enterprise-grade file-sharing
solutions in the enterprise, Dropbox
was used without the IT department's
authorisation in 38% of the organisations.
Business continuity (18%), performance
(16%) and agility/ employee productivity
(18%) were cited as some of the main
benefits of cloud adoption.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2017 Shadow IT Survey, in partnership
with T-Systems and Symantec, was run online
on ITWeb for a period of two weeks to gain
insight into the shadow IT strategies of SA
organisations.
1

2

3

Current business attitude toward cloud
services;
On average how many cloud services are
being used within an organisation;
Barriers that organisations feel prevent
cloud adoption.

WHO RESPONDED
•
•
•

A total of 104 responses were received
for the Data Management Survey.
26% of respondents are CEOs or MDs
and 36% middle management.
35% of survey respondents are from
fairly large companies with between
501-5000 employees and 14% are
from multinationals with over 10 000
employees.

SHADOW IT SURVEY

How many different cloud services do
you think are in use in your organistion?

What are your most pressing Shadow IT
concerns?

Potential compliance
violations

45%

Other

26%

26%

13%

12%

11%

9%

28%

7%
3%
2-to-5

Zero

6-to-10

1

21-to-50 11-to-20

Other

Security of corporate
data in the cloud

Are you certain that a cloud service purchased is actually being
used by all account logins you paid for?
Don't
know
17%

55%
28%
No

Yes
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SHADOW IT SURVEY

What are the barriers to cloud use in your organisation?

61%

Security
54%

Integration of cloud with existing IT systems
42%

Compliance with laws and regulations
32%

Perfomance (speed of data transfer)
28%

Lack of skilled staff
26%

Reluctance to embrace new technologies

Do you have defined policies for users wanting
to utilise cloud services?
Don't
know

10%

39%

57%
No

Yes
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Get better security
with less complexity

About
CloudSOC

Deploy a cloud security solution that
integrates with your existing security
infrastructure. A Symantec solution with
CloudSOC provides greater security
coverage, reduces operational complexity,
and provides an optimal user experience.

Data Science Powered™ Symantec
CloudSOC platform empowers companies
to confidently leverage cloud applications
and services while staying safe, secure
and compliant. A range of capabilities on
the CloudSOC platform deliver the full
life cycle of cloud application security,
including auditing of shadow IT, real-time
detection of intrusions and threats, protection against data loss and compliance
violations, and investigation of historical
account activity for post-incident analysis.

integrations
USER
AUTHENTICATION

WEB
SECURITY

CLOUD SECURITY
(CASB)

MANAGED
SECURITY SERVICE

ENDPOINT
PROTECTION

DATA LOSS
PREVENTION

ADVANCED
MALWARE PROTECTION

ENCRYPTION

For more info on Symantec CloudSOC CASB and its industry leading integrations
with Symantec Enterprise Security Systems, visit go.symantec.com/casb

symantec.com

1 650-527-8000

+

Copyright © 2017 Symantec Corp. All rights reserved. Symantec, the Symantec Logo, and the Checkmark Logo, are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Symantec Corp. or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. This document is provided for
informational purposes only and is not intended as advertising. All warranties relating to the information in this document, either express or implied, are
disclaimed to the maximum extent allowed by law, and are subject to change without notice.

About
Symantec
Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC),
the world’s leading cyber security company,
helps businesses, governments and people
secure their most important data wherever
it lives. Organizations across the world
look to Symantec for strategic, integrated
solutions to defend against sophisticated
attacks across endpoints, cloud and infrastructure. Likewise, a global community of
more than 50 million people and families
rely on Symantec’s Norton suite of products
for protection at home and across all of
their devices. Symantec operates one of the
world’s largest civilian cyber intelligence
networks, allowing it to see and protect
against the most advanced threats.
For additional information, please visit
www.symantec.com or connect with us
on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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Local is ‘lekker’
When it comes to enterprise
data in the cloud, keeping it
local is ‘lekker’" says Douw
Gerber, Business Development
Manager, Cloud Services at
Securicom. He points out that
data ownership in the cloud is
a complicated issue and before
heading to the public cloud
with business applications,
companies should carefully
consider alternatives.
www.securicom.co.za

Douw Gerber, Securicom

Smarter document management
improves the bottom line
Some people jump out of airplanes or ski black diamond slopes to
get their thrills. Short of landing a huge new account, there aren't
many greater thrills for a business owner than finding new ways
to cut their business expenses, says Allison Zimmer, Channel and
SMB marketing specialist, Commercial Excellence at Xerox. That's
why Xerox has assembled this list of the top ways you can cut your
business costs today through better document management. Most
of them are surprisingly simple, and perhaps even right in front of
your face – they include: print smarter, assess your equipment, go
digital and enable a remote office.
www.bdsol.co.za

Boost competitiveness
South Africa's construction industry is bursting with
opportunities, says Mario Engelbrecht, head of pre-sales at Parity
Software. AI, 3D printing, IOT and machine learning are moving
the industry into an entirely new space. Imagine the health and
safety implications of having cameras in vehicles that can shut
down the machine and alert the foreman if a machine operator
is falling asleep behind the controls says Engelbrecht. RFID
tags embedded in an employee's collar can also help with HR
management and access control, and speed up rescue operations in
the event of an accident.
www.parity.co.za

Key steps to preparing for digital
transformation
Deploying advanced technology, including innovative ERP solutions,
to drive manufacturing efficiency is going to be the way forward,
says Terri Hiskey, VP, global product marketing for manufacturing
at Epicor. Adapting to the digital world can be a challenging
undertaking and transformation is a journey that is never complete.
However, there are plenty of online resources that can help you
along the journey. Epicor says innovative enterprise resource
planning solutions, combined with Industry 4.0 developments, are
already helping to automate production lines, streamline supply
chains, and provide the intelligent data manufacturers need to react
quickly to changing consumer demands.
www.epicor.com

Enabling businesses expand
Businesses expanding operations are able to connect to its broader
corporate infrastructure and external Internet, while maintaining
compliance to corporate and other legal policies. This is being enabled
with the launch of the "Network-in-a-Box" solution by T-Systems
South Africa. It connects businesses in a matter of hours, carrying
through all of the organisation's network and user identity policies,
and enabling secure access to company systems. "We're dramatically
simplifying and accelerating the process of setting up shop in a new
location," says T-Systems portfolio manager for Connectivity and
Networks, Louis Kirstein.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Are agile teams a blessing or curse to
business analysts?
Is there a future for business analysts in an agile world? Deidre Forbay,
senior business analyst at DVT, says in many agile frameworks, there
is no mention of the business analyst. This is not because they don't
recognise the need for analysis, but rather that anyone on the project
should be able to do it. Business analysis is not something you can
do on the side, while you are busy with development or testing;
organisations finally realise they are not document writers. Analysts,
cross-functional and analytical by nature, are now more relevant than
ever before, especially for agile teams.
www.dvt.co.za

Embracing the
‘open’ solution

WHITE PAPER
Elevating automation in the HR function
According to Kyocera Document Solutions, most South African
companies are elevating the automation of their core business
processes. However, in many organisations, HR departments
continue to use paper-driven processes for functions from onboarding new employees to performance reviews to compiling
employment equity reports. Every day, HR professionals waste
hours of their precious time on inefficient manual processes like
finding, scanning and filing employee documents. Technologies
such as enterprise content management and business process
automation enable progressive HR departments to improve the
level of service they offer employees and the business, while
ensuring legal and regulatory compliance.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za
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Muggie van Staden, Obsidian Systems

An open solution is
as much about the
technology as it is
about getting people to
embrace a new way of
doing things. Muggie van
Staden, MD of Obsidian
Systems, says it is about
combining all of the
best elements between
technology and humans
in delivering a more
flexible, open organisation
for the digital future.
www.obsidian.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Take charge of digital transformation
Laura Wier, Practice Head: Business Enablement at DVT, says business
people, from CEOs to middle managers, need to understand how to
change and work differently. So many otherwise smart and forwardthinking organisations are still stuck choosing between frameworks
and methodologies instead of taking charge and making things
happen. At an executive level, if you're abdicating responsibility to
the delivery team, it's a fundamental problem. Successful companies,
namely those delivering timeous digital solutions to market, all have
one thing in common: a business executive that's actively involved in
the process, and a vision that's been translated very clearly to the team.
www.dvt.co.za

How analysts rate
document services from Xerox
Customers want digital services suppliers that will be with them
for the long haul, and are dynamic and able to provide high-quality
products and unparalleled service and support. We knew this
when we invented the managed print services market back when
talk about "the cloud" was limited to meteorology, says Kevin
Warren, chief commercial officer at Xerox. Warren refers to analyst
reports on the company’s managed print and document services,
including BLI PaceSetter 2017-2018: Document Imaging Security;
BLI PaceSetter 2017-2018: MFP Platforms and App Ecosystems;
BLI PaceSetter 2017-2018: Mobile Print; and IDC MarketScape:
Worldwide Document Workflow Services Hardcopy 2016 Vendor
Assessment, among others.
www.bdsol.co.za

Agile trends you need to know about
Jacqueline Metrowich, practice lead: Business Enablement at DVT
in South Africa, says the company certainly noticed increased
interest from large corporates that want to remain relevant
in the face of leaner and more customer-centric, technologydriven competitors. However, the survey also reports the biggest
challenges experienced when transforming an organisation to
agile are that traditional organisational culture conflicts with agile
values, the general resistance to change, and lack of management
support. “I believe this will lead to more culture and change
management coaches being involved in agile transformations, to
help address culture conflicts, change management and executive
buy-in.”
www.dvt.co.za

Transforming the
insurance industry
The International Financial
Reporting Standard 17 (IFRS17),
issued by the International
Accounting Standards Board,
marks a new dawn for insurance
reporting. According to Darrel
Orsmond, financial services
industry head at SAP Africa,
it enhances the comparability
Darrel Orsmond, SAP Africa
of accounting practices
through improved disclosure of valuation, performance and risk
information.
www.sap.com

B2B e-commerce:
three layers to growth
One of the biggest challenges faced
by B2B online businesses today is how
to consistently grow their orders.
“Implementing this three-layer
approach could increase your sales
exponentially," says Jannie du Toit,
CEO of Comalytics. The Comalytics
three-layered approach is a plugand-play, adaptable system that
addresses these and other issues.
Jannie du Toit, Comalytics
www.comalytics.com

Open source: what will your business build?
Businesses have adopted a complex pattern of technologies on a
scale previously not possible, thanks to both cloud and open source
technologies, says Gregory Fullard, who heads up the Digital Platoon in
EOH. Flexible architectural solutions, such as cloud and open source,
will help organisations manage more big data. But, what is exciting
about open source and cloud technology is that being faster to market
is not just about incremental changes. As LinkedIn, MakeMyTrip and
Facebook have shown, your company's open source contribution
may disrupt your industry and build an entire new revenue stream to
generate profit for your business.
www.eoh.co.za

Reducing data centre footprint
Data centres consume a lot of energy and demand for power will
continue to grow as the volumes of digital information that companies
store and process continue to grow. Douw Gerber, business
development manager, Cloud Services at Securicom, says: “About
a third of the equipment running in a typical data centre consumes
electricity without doing any computing. By decommissioning servers
that are not being fully utilised and consolidating multiple independent
servers will help to improve efficiency as well as performance.”
www.securicom.co.za

TELECOMS
No substitute for true,
licensed wireless
connectivity
Comsol Networks says many
businesses across South Africa rely
on unlicensed spectrum to power
their business's connectivity
needs. For most of these business
owners, there haven't historically
been many alternatives. With poor fixed-line (ADSL and fibre)
coverage in some regions, and no viable wireless solution,
unlicensed wireless was often the only option. But, in recent years,
the wireless landscape has evolved significantly. New spectrum has
been allocated, new operators have been licensed, new technology
has emerged, and new networks have been established. Comsol
has expanded its licensed network to cover over 200 metro areas,
stretching out to over 13 000 square kilometres and counting.
www.comsol.co.za
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CHANNEL
Adobe drops Creative
Cloud all-apps price
for K-12 schools

Jeremy Matthews, Dax Data

In May, local Adobe distributor
Dax Data announced new
Creative Cloud pricing for K-12
schools, significantly reducing
the cost of the suite from $35 to
$5 per student per year. Dax Data
believes this underscores Adobe's
commitment to providing
students and teachers in Africa
with the creative tools they need.
www.daxdata.co.za

HPE SimpliVity
The Velocity Group is partnering with HPE SimpliVity to deliver
hyperconverged infrastructure to its customer base. "In the last
10 years, we have built up a large base of HPE DL380 customers
in the mid-market corporate space,” says Jonathan Kropf, CEO
at Velocity Group. “With HPE SimpliVity standardising on this
industry-leading server technology, the benefits for customers
looking to simplify their data centre environment is immense.”
www.velocitygroup.co.za

Multiple enhancements
Acumatica, the world's fastest-growing cloud ERP company, has
announced multiple enhancements to its latest product release
as the disruptive company continues expanding into markets
underserved by larger, less innovative competitors. One Channel,
Africa's leading cloud ERP solutions provider and Acumatica's
International Partner of the Year, has welcomed these offerings
that show Acumatica's ability to serve a multitude of industry
sectors in a way that traditional vendors have not done.
www.onechannel.cloud

EOH going for Gold with Microsoft
EOH in the Western Cape has achieved six Gold and one Silver
Microsoft Partner Competency Status certifications since August
last year, but it doesn't end there. EOH has been a proud Microsoft
partner for many years, offering IT solutions and services
across the Microsoft stack. Since August 2017, a total of seven
competency statuses have been achieved. Head of Technology at
EOH Coastal, David Gray, says: "As of 1 May 2018, our company
has been awarded Gold Microsoft Partner competency statuses
in: application development; collaboration and content; cloud
platform; data platform; data analytics; and DevOps… as well as
Silver status for cloud productivity.”
www.eohcoastal.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Lighting the way
forward with K8

Afri Welding and Tools opts for
IQ Retail’s ERP solution

Having grown substantially since
inception, South African lighting
retailer The Lighting Warehouse opted
to roll out the K8 Babbage System
by Kerridge Commercial Systems to
generate a holistic and fully integrated
view of the business – and thereby help
management make real-time and fully
informed decisions. The Lighting Warehouse replaced two existing
legacy systems that were running independently, with only marginal
integration. Director Muhammad Bayat said: "With the fully integrated
business view and information provided by the newly implemented
K8 system, we are able to get closer to the company's customers, build
profits and manage our margins in a more streamlined manner.”
www.kerridgecs.com

Afri Welding and Tools, a well-established business based in Rosslyn,
Pretoria, is synonymous for its superior service and high-quality
products in the supply and repair of all welding and gas cutting
equipment. Establishing the need for a system that could better manage
its inventory, the search began for a suitable system. After rigorous
reviews, Afri Welding and Tools selected IQ Enterprise, a robust and
fully integrated solution with a powerful inventory management
module that offers flexible reporting and auditing abilities. This module
allows full control of your business assets and your inventory process,
while managing and optimising your inventory levels.
www.iqsoft.co.za

Mica Central Hardware chooses IQ Business

DIY Depot is one of the largest
hardware groups in Africa, with
over 140 stores nationwide. An IQ
Retail customer since March 2016,
DIY Depot Taung required a solution
that could control cash flow as well as improve inventory and business
processes, while maximising on the efficiency of the sales order process,
from one centralised system. Operating in a highly competitive market
and sourcing products from over 150 suppliers, DIY Depot Taung
implemented IQ Enterprise, a stable and robust solution that offers
the best in financial functionality, allowing for complete franchise and
multi-branch ledger, debtors, creditors and inventory integration.
www.iqsoft.co.za

When Cape Town-based DIY and hardware specialist Mica
Central Hardware was in the market for an ERP solution to
support its business, it opted for IQ Retail's Business solution.
An IQ Retail client since August 2015, Mica Central Hardware
required a solution that offered extensive reporting, with the
option for reports to be e-mailed and saved in various formats,
with the added functionality of automatic month-end rollovers.
IQ Retail Business Partner, Juan du Preez from A Plus Financial
IT, recommended IQ Business to Mica Central Hardware for its
bespoke functionalities, including comprehensive stock reporting
and advanced filtering engine.
www.iqsoft.co.za
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DIY Depot Taung
implements
IQ Enterprise to boost
operations
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INTERNET
Impact of
cryptocurrencies

Bernard Ford, One Channel

One Channel CEO Bernard
Ford, at the recent
Digitisation & Cyber Security
Conference 2018 spoke
about the impact of cryptocurrencies on financial
services and security.
www.onechannel.cloud

Introducing the Phygital Store
Online shopping has completely altered the shopping experience,
and the 'traditional' physical store is changing. The new obstacle for
retailers and network operators? To turn potential clientele from
visitors into loyal customers. This is exactly what a group of TM Forum
members showcased as a Catalyst project at Digital Transformation
World, in Nice, during May 2018. Globetom participated in the Catalyst
team, together with Orange, BearingPoint, QualyCloud and NTS Retail.
The Phygital Store Catalyst involves blending the physical and digital
interactions that a customer has with the communication service
provider to create an ecosystem across both the real and virtual worlds.
www.globetom.com

Comsol, Verizon,
Samsung collaborate
to launch 5G trials in SA
Comsol Networks, a leading
provider of enterprise-grade Layer
2 fixed wireless infrastructure,
has collaborated with Verizon and
Samsung to launch 5G fixed wireless
trials in South Africa. 5G represents
the next evolution of wireless
networking, and will fundamentally
change the way businesses and
individuals communicate, paving
the way for the likes of self-driving
cars, smart connected cities, fully
immersive digital and virtual worlds,
and much more. As a global leader in
infrastructure, Samsung will provide
a wide range of hardware, from the
base station technology, to the evolved
packet core, to many of the customer
premises equipment requirements.
www.comsol.co.za

The future of
healthcare is digital
The world of private healthcare is
highly competitive and the major
hospital groups in South Africa
will face increased loss of market
share to the new private hospital
players. While we like to think of
hospitals as sanctums of healing,
they must also be a sustainable
business, which needs to operate
as a going concern and remain
sustainable for years to come.
To do so, they need to be and
remain competitive by offering
better services at a lower cost,
especially with the opening of
more and more new hospitals,
clinics and other private
healthcare facilities, says Peter
Mills, Healthcare, New LOGO
Sales at T-Systems South Africa.
www.un-outsource.co.za

NETWORKING
Is the MPLS dead? Redefining the WAN
In today's cloud-driven technology era, where mobile and fixedline connectivity across South Africa continues to improve in leaps
and bounds, it's time to look at a new approach to networking
architecture, says Louis Kirstein, portfolio manager for connectivity
and networks at T-Systems South Africa. Traditional configurations
often rely heavily on dedicated and expensive MPLS networks to
connect an organisation's branches with its head office. Driven by
a cloud-first enterprise technology strategy, many organisations
are turning to network designs whereby each branch accesses,
or 'breaks-out', to the Internet directly. This involves clearly
separating what will be, versus what will be decentralised.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Network redundancy: critical for cloud-ready
enterprise
As businesses capture new advances made possible by the cloud,
the importance of network redundancy comes to the fore,
says Comsol Networks. The company says cloud computing
is simply not possible without reliable, high-speed enterprise
connectivity. It's likely that your business is already running many
of its mission-critical applications, voice and data services, and
customer engagement platforms, from the cloud. And while this
opens up new opportunities, it can also pose a massive risk to
your business. If connectivity fails for a couple of days, a couple of
hours, or even a couple of minutes, the effects can be disastrous.
www.comsol.co.za

ENTERPRISE
Gartner recognises Zensar for Blockchain
Consulting, PoC Development Services
Zensar, a leading digital solutions and technology services
company that guides clients on their digital transformation
journeys, has been mentioned in the Gartner Market Guide for
Blockchain Consulting and Proof-of-Concept Development
Services [ID: G00326939] authored by Gartner analysts David
Groombridge, Rajesh Kandaswamy, Chrissy Healey (Published
Date: 13 March 2018). Sandeep Kishore, CEO and Managing
Director, Zensar, said: "Blockchain has been an important focus
area for us and to be included in this list is very encouraging. The
potential for blockchain is on the growth path and we do see many
of our customers are looking for expert consulting services to
realise the business outcomes."
www.zensar.com

Digital transformation

Mark J Barrenechea, OpenText

OpenText has released OpenText
Release 16 Enhancement Pack
4 (EP4), further extending
security, AI, IOT and cloud
support into the market-leading
OpenText EIM platform. "The
world's leading organisations
use the OpenText EIM platform
to manage and gain insights
from their critical information
assets," says Mark J Barrenechea,
OpenText vice chair, CEO and
CTO.
www.opentext.com
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REPORTBACK: SECURITY SUMMIT 2018
By: KIRSTEN DOYLE
Photography: DEVIN ARMSTRONG

How to secure your business in an
ever-changing threat landscape

International, local experts addressed today’s security challenges
at the annual gathering in Johannesburg and Cape Town.
saying that technology isn't always the
answer. “It's going to help mitigate some
problems, but that's it. We need to look at
the human layer.”

Mikko Hypponen, security expert, columnist and chief research officer of F-Secure

T

he 13th annual Security Summit
brought together some of the nation’s
most influential information security leaders as well as several notable international
experts to address the pressing challenges
of an ever-changing threat landscape.
Over 500 delegates attending the Johannesburg event at Vodacom World, in Midrand, heard from 60 speakers from across
the security industry.
This year’s event featured six tracks:
governance, risk and compliance; cyber
security and IOT, AI and machine learning; user awareness and social engineering;
technical aspects and demos; and incident
response management.
Understanding your attacker
Mikko Hypponen, security expert,
columnist and chief research officer of
F-Secure, said in his keynote that in
order to understand the cyber security
challenges we face, we need to understand
the hackers.
He said the wide range of hackers, from
organised criminal gangs and nation states,
to terrorists, all have different targets and
motivations, meaning they need to be
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fought in different ways.
Hypponen said there are two kinds of
cyber security problems: technical problems and people problems, adding that
users are critical, because unlike technical
problems, which although tricky - can be
fixed, with people there’s no patch. “You
can’t patch the human brain.”
He said today, everything that uses electricity is connected to the internet.
“Everything is becoming virtualised,
cheaper, and smaller. And it's our job to
defend all of this,” he concluded.
Scapegoats for our failings
Jayson Street, VP of infosec at SphereNY, had
a different take on the ‘human’ factor during
his keynote, saying he believes we are making
human users scapegoats for our failings.”
He said dealing with users isn’t easy,
but believes that we can patch humans.
"It's called education. It's called continuing education. Every Tuesday, on 'Patch
Tuesday', organisations patch their servers.
Why aren't we doing something to patch
users and keep them informed?”
Street talked about how boxes of technology are not going to solve our problems,

Mixing colours for safer software
On the forensics and response side, April
Wright, senior manager: Information
Security and Compliance at Verizon,
discussed how software is still not up
to scratch in terms of security, because
software builders are more concerned with
functionality than security.
She talked about a new paradigm integrating developers with offensive and
defensive teams to enhance the software
development lifecycle and software security. She believes that developers can be
a critical part of the security team, when
they have a better understanding of the
challenges within digital forensics and
incident response.
During her keynote, Wright outlined the
different teams within an organisation's
information security division, and the
need to create collaboration between these
teams that she labeled as red, blue, purple,
yellow, orange and green.
Beware of BRBC attacks
On the technical front, Rodrigo Branco,
senior principal security researcher at
Intel, spoke about 'Blinded random block
corruption attacks: the next level’.
Branco says protecting user privacy in
virtualised cloud environments is a growing concern for both users and providers.
The privacy claim of any technology that
uses different encryption keys to isolate
hypervisor administrators from guest virtual machines cannot be guaranteed.
During his keynote, Branco demonstrated this via a new instantiation of blinded
random block corruption (BRBC). These
attacks are attacks against systems that use
encrypted memory, without any form of
integrity protection.
He said currently, very few systems offer memory encryption, so BRBC attacks

REPORTBACK: SECURITY SUMMIT 2018

of security being put around every object
within the data centre.
The survey also revealed that the
notorious WannaCry ransomware from
2017 had a knock-on effect, and definitely changed security postures for many
organisations.
"Again, it raised the profile of the lateral
threat within our organisations. Once it
was inside, it propagated. It was a lateral
movement from vulnerable XP machines.”

April Wright, senior manager: Information
Security and Compliance at Verizon

should be kept in mind when making
future business decisions.
‘Body armour’ security
The results of ITWeb’s Security Survey
results, sponsored by VMWare, were
revealed during the summit.
Gareth James, network and security
specialist at VMware, who discussed the
results, said the traditional approach of
'high walls' is clearly flawed, and we are
seeing a shift away from perimeter security to a 'body armour'-type of approach,

The clash between humans, machines
On the hot trends side, Neil Thacker, CISO
for EMEA at Netskope, said automation is
here and that is not necessarily a bad thing
for cyber security professionals.
Thacker spoke about the concept of 'cybernetics 2020' and how automation, algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI) are
going to shape businesses going forward
and in some cases take over day-to-day IT
security jobs.
He said although automation is here
it will not easily solve infosec or cyber
problems without good models and good
data, but added that AI and automation
can be extremely useful in day-to-day IT
challenges going forward.

Rodrigo Branco, senior principal
security researcher at Intel

Cape Town debut
For the first time this year, the ITWeb
Security Summit held an event in Cape
Town. With with just over 100 attendees,
the event was a huge success, and set to
become a regular annual fixture on the
Cape Town calendar.
Key topics were selected from the Johannesburg agenda and duplicated in Cape
Town, including two of the international
keynote speakers: Jayson Street and April
Wright.

DATAWIZARDS WOW AT #SS18HACK
Also during the Security Summit 2018, 11 software
developer teams coded for two days and one night,
fine-tuning their applications during the annual
#SS18HACK.
The teams concentrated on how technology can be
leveraged to provide real-world security solutions
– creating a working model of a real-time fraud
detection solution, using machine learning to flag
anomalous behaviour.
The teams settled down to work on Tuesday
morning, and by the next day, the maturity of the
solution offered by the five-man DataWizards team
was evident. The judges said they were looking
for working products rather than ‘vapourware'.
DataWizards produced a working model of a real-time fraud detection solution, using machine learning to flag anomalous
behaviour.
They narrowly beat the Moringa IT team, which developed a solution that leveraged the Internet of things to assist farmers with
irrigation.
The Knowzee team was placed third with its solution that advised users if they were sharing too much information on social
networks. The winning teams won R20 000, R10 000 and R5 000.
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BIG DATA SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Big data analytics lacks
resources
Most companies don't have the skills and the tools needed to extract
value from their data.
culture and encourage knowledge sharing to
develop internal capabilities."
Furthermore, big data collection (52%)
emerged as the most in-demand component of
big data, with big data storage (46%) ranking
in second place and big data analysis (44%) in
third.
Transactions data 66%, social media data
(42%), and locational/geospatial data (38%)
were the three most popular types of data
being considered for big data technologies.

L

ack of in-house skills and adequate tools
to address data quality issues are some of
the main barriers to the adoption of big data by
local organisations.
This is according to a recent online Big Data
Survey conducted by ITWeb. The survey found
that most organisations are good at collecting
and storing data, but few have the skills and
the tools needed to extract, analyse and use
data to create lasting value for the business.
Complexity of technologies (16%), legacy
systems (14%) and cost of investment (15%)
were cited as other barriers to the adoption of
big data.
Around 14% of respondents said they do not
have a data strategy in place. Of those who said
they do have one, 46% admitted that it was not
comprehensive.
Experts point out that despite the benefits
of having a comprehensive data strategy;
few organisations have actually developed
a structured plan to improve the access,
sharing, and usage of their data. Most firms
have comprehensive plans for applications,
development tools, platforms, and even
storage, but there are few initiatives that
ensure that data is managed as a business asset.
A comprehensive enterprise data strategy
leverages a variety of data to support the
company's overall business strategy.
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With more companies understanding the
importance of big data as a useful source
for gaining insights, the survey revealed big
data analysis (49%) saw the highest growth
in demand over the last year, with big data
storage (41%) ranking in second and internal
big data collection (40%) in third place.
The results were evenly split when the
respondents were asked what they see as the
main benefits of big data analysis, with 14%
citing reduced risk, and another 14% choosing
more efficient operations.
Mervin Miemoukanda, senior research
analyst for software, IDC Middle East, Africa,
and Turkey, believes while more local
organisations are realising the potential of big
data and analytics, they are still grappling with
some challenges.
"This rising awareness of big data and
analytics will accelerate the adoption of these
technologies across all verticals in the coming
years. However, limited IT budgets and the
dearth of skilled resources impede big data and
analytics initiatives across organisations in the
country.
"Organisations in SA can consider internally
developing skills by sharing resources,
undertaking training programmes, and
partnering with vendors. Indeed, it will be
crucial for firms to establish a data-driven

Big data initiatives
When asked if they have any big data initiatives
in progress or in planning, 23% said they had
no initiatives underway. Of those who said yes,
37% said their initiatives were in progress and
31% said they were in planning phase.
A well-designed big data initiative can
help an organisation accrue many benefits,
such as understanding customer needs, and
getting actionable intelligence on how to react
effectively to changing market conditions.
In terms of the data domains that their
organisation is mostly focused on for their
big data initiatives, 62% said they were more
focused on customer transactions, 57% cited
product and data, while 49% use market and
competitive data for their initiatives.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2018 Big Data Survey was run online on
ITWeb for a period of two weeks to examine
how local organisations are using big data to
gain business value.
1

2

3

How organisations rate access to relevant,
accurate and timely data;
What possible barriers are there to big
data adoption;
How organisations are using big data to
gain value.

WHO RESPONDED
A total of 203 responses were received. About
one thirds of respondents operate in the
IT sector, while the rest work in a range of
private and public sector organisations, from
SMEs to global corporations.

BIG DATA SURVEY

How would you rate access to relevant,
accurate and timely data in your company?

Does your organisation have a data
strategy?
46%

Minimal

World
class

4%

Adequate

7%

32%

More than
adequate

18%
46%

14%

25%

7%

Less than
adequate
Yes, but not
Yes
comprehensive

Do you have any big data initiatives in
progress or in planning stages?
Don't
know

No

Don't
know

Does thought leadership on big data
come from IT or the rest of the business?
57%

Business/IT collaboration
No initiatives
underway or
planned

9%

Yes, initiatives
in progress

37%

23%

21%

Mostly IT driven – with minimal business involvement
17%

Mostly business driven – with minimal IT input
5%

Don't know

31%

Yes, initiatives
in planning
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BIG DATA SURVEY

How are your big data initiatives staffed,
managed?

Which one of the following skills or staff
composition does your company have?

51%

71%

Developer
70%

Project Manager
70%

Business Analyst
28%

58%

Sales
50%

Data integration specialist

16%

37%

Industry expert
36%

Data scientists

4%
1%
Mostly third
All third
Mostly
All
parties
parties with
internal, with internal
under
our
minimal
some help
direction and supervision
from third
supervision
parties

35%

Data engineer

Other
27%

Big data architect
17%

Machine learning expert

In which of the following have you seen demand
grow in the last year?
49%

41%

40%
35%

33%

26%
24%

Big data
analysis

18
18

Big data
storage

Internal
Big data
Big data
External
Big data
big data visualisation cleaning and big data consulting or
collection
formatting collection
advisory
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as well as for investors and tech enthusiasts.

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
info@itweb.co.za | Tel: + 27 11 807 3294 | Fax: + 27 11 807 2020
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: OPEN SOURCE

Open, single and ready
to mingle
A single view of the customer requires a willingness to change
from proprietary methodologies to ones built on open standards.

Muggie van Staden, MD of Obsidian Systems

I

n the second part of this four-part
Industry Insight series, I will discuss
the importance of embracing openness
in South African business. Previously,
I examined how local companies can
benefit from a digital approach. Now,
the attention shifts to using an open
methodology as it relates to a single view
of the customer.
Embracing open standards and systems
when it comes to evolving into a digital
business is important, but what about the
customer? Operating at a time when data
has become the currency of the modern
environment, decision-makers need to
utilise this data more effectively. This
is required if they are to gain a clearer
understanding of the wants and needs
of their customers and develop solutions
accordingly.
The data is out there, but companies
should only use that which is relevant for
them. It is not necessary to pull data from
all external sources into the business;
rather, it's about determining the right
workload at the right time. Of course,
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keeping in mind the regulatory framework
when it comes to what data is stored,
where it is stored, how it is accessed, and
who accesses it are vital if companies are
to avoid significant financial fines (and, by
implication, reputational damage).
A single view of the customer seems
to be that elusive goal many strive for,
without success.
Companies must, therefore, manage the
need to gain a unified view of the customer
within the parameters of being compliant
and the regulatory environment. After
all, there are important reasons why data
should be protected, which has given rise
to laws like the Protection of Personal
Information Act in SA and the General Data
Protection Regulation in Europe.
A 360-degree view
However, once all the legislative
requirements are met, the company must
focus on gaining a complete view of the
customer. This is where open technology
can be utilised most effectively, by
managing the complicated back-end
systems that not only need to integrate
with one another, but also must provide
the data in a way that makes sense for
value to be extracted from it.
However, much like the paperless office,
a single view of the customer seems to be
that elusive goal many strive for, without
success. Given how the concept has
evolved over the years, what does it entail
in the digital age?
Essentially, it can be distilled into having
access to all the customer interactions
with the company based on integrated,
real-time data being collected from
multiple channels. It is in the 'multiple
channels' part where many struggle, given
the explosion of data from unstructured
sources like social networking platforms.
A business cannot rely on proprietary
solutions to collect this data effectively.

No two social networks use the same
development approach and the APIs
(advanced programming interfaces) they
make available for companies to pull data
(within the regulatory environment) are
based on open standards. Therefore, to
really gain the ability to access these (and
other) data sources, companies must use
open systems that are more adaptable to the
digital requirements of today.
Business perspective
This way of accessing and analysing data is
more than just about the technology. It is
about a fundamental shift in how decisionmakers approach the business, both
from an IT perspective as well as from an
operational and process one.
By not being able to fully understand the
data to gain a single customer view, the
company will not be able to capitalise on
cross-selling and up-selling opportunities.
It will also negatively impact the
corporate reputation, as customer services
will inevitably be perceived as not being
cohesive. Additionally, marketing and
sales campaigns will not be as effective as
they will either be incorrectly targeted or
expensive, as they need to be quite broad to
hit as many customers as possible.
The elusive single view of the customer
is no longer a technological challenge.
Instead, it requires a willingness from
business to change from proprietary (and
even legacy) methodologies into ones that
are built on open standards and approaches.
It is about being smarter with the resources
at one's disposal to manage data better
across the various departments in the
company. Leveraging and re-using existing
data in new ways are unlocked due to the
flexibility provided by open standards.
In the next Industry Insight, I will look
at how openness can be used to position
a digital enterprise strategy internally to
avoid getting left behind.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: OUTSOURCING AND MANAGED SERVICES

Wake-up time for SMEs
IT management as a service helps smaller companies to cope in
a world of disruption.

Hannes Botes, CTO of MANIXiT

T

he small and medium enterprise (SME)
sector is identified as a productive
driver of inclusive economic growth and
development around the world. Research
estimates that in South Africa alone, SMEs
make up 91% of formalised businesses and
provide employment to about 60% of the
labour force, with total economic output
accounting for roughly 34% of GDP.
While contributing significantly to
the economy, SMEs foster diversification
through their development of new and
unsaturated sectors of the economy. In
addition, innovative and technologybased SMEs can provide a platform for
local, regional and international growth,
especially in Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa (BRICS) economies.
The definition of SME can vary from
country to country and, within SA, from
sector to sector, sometimes being defined
as a company with a turnover of not more
than R65 million, and sometimes with less.
But, for the average SME, the impact
of change in a world where traditional
business channels are being usurped by
electronic and mobile, as well as the pace of
business and continuous change, is creating
unparalleled challenges for this sector
where resources, both IT and financial, are
constrained. The application economy has
changed lives and the business landscape

forever; applications are now the face of
business in all sectors. This can be even
more challenging for SMEs.
Technology budgeting is one of the
biggest challenges facing SMEs. By
outsourcing the management of IT, SMEs
can forget about having to manage dayto-day IT tasks and instead focus on core
business issues, namely running and
growing their companies. SMEs can look
to technology specialists to overcome
challenges by providing the latest trends in
mobile, app development, cloud computing
and more.
Any business not keeping up with
changing technology does so at its peril!
The rise of IT management as a service
(ITMaaS) has helped smaller companies to
cope in a world of disruption. Outsourcing
technology needs has reduced dependency
on physical, on-premises IT resources.
Re-imagining IT strategy
The emergence of software as a service
(SaaS) applications has also proven to be
an important development for this sector.
This model is financially more viable for
budget constrained companies and can be
used to power everyday business functions,
including: accounting, invoicing, customer
relationship management, data storage, etc.
SMEs are not in a position, from a
financial or internal resource perspective,
to upgrade technology frequently, despite
the fact that it is vital to do so to remain
competitive, enhance productivity and
customer service, and reduce operation
costs.
Do companies have the resources and the
necessary technology skills in-house?
Many companies simply don't possess the
skills required to manage all the elements
of infrastructure and systems right across
an organisation. This makes it very tough
for IT execs to ensure a perfect customer
experience that the business, and the app
economy, demands, if it is to attract new
customers while retaining existing ones.
This is especially true when one considers
that quality of service is reliant on all the

legacy systems that could be managed
by vendors with the appropriate skills to
ensure the required high service levels.
Just outsource it
All of this is no mean feat, but is achievable
through ITMaaS.
Every SME's dream is to achieve swift
business growth, but the downside is that it
may end up in a position where its physical
needs outgrow its present facilities. As the
company grows, there will be a high time
demand for infrastructure needs, strategy
and business development, supply chain
management, etc. Identify what needs to be
outsourced and when. Outsource wherever
applicable to provide better functionality
and cost-efficiency. This is the value
proposition of ITMaaS to the SME sector.
It forms part of the broader SaaS world,
which is an increasingly attractive model
for SMEs in the midst of difficult economic
conditions.
ITMaaS vendors provide the essential
management tools that enable companies
to access and view an IT environment,
monitor and evaluate performance, and
ultimately improve the functionality of IT
environments through a cloud delivery
model. The ability to gain visibility into
an internal IT structure and deliver the
performance data is a critical component
within the management process. Through
ITMaaS offerings, enterprises are able to
easily capture, analyse and monitor the
risks, costs, capacity constraints and other
performance metrics that help ensure the
optimisation of IT resources. Moreover,
ITMaaS can deliver the ability to monitor
new technologies in a seamless and timely
manner, as they are added to the stack.
Leveraging IT to deliver consistent,
quality customer service is pivotal to
competitive advantage in the application
economy where consistent, quality
customer experience is not only a smart
move, but is really the name of the game,
with one of the key goals being the
acquisition of a single view of customer
transactions.
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Automation will take over
day-to-day IT security jobs

ITWeb Data Centre
Summit 2018
Date: 10 July
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

AUGUST
ITWeb Artificial
Intelligence Summit 2018
Date: 1 August
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

Neil Thacker, CISO for EMEA at Netskope

OCTOBER
Brainstorm CIO
Banquet 2018

Date: 24 October
Venue: The Polo Room,
Inanda Club

NOVEMBER
ITWeb Digital
Transformation
Date: 7 November
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

ITWeb POPI & GDP 2018
Date: 22 November
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

FEBRUARY
ITWeb Governance, Risk
& Compliance 2019
Date: 20 February
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

By: PAULA GILBERT

A

utomation is already here and that is
not necessarily a bad thing for cyber
security professionals.
This is according to Neil Thacker, CISO
for EMEA at Netskope, speaking at ITWeb
Security Summit 2018, at Vodacom World in
Midrand.
"We have a big skills shortage in terms
of cyber security. I know it's no different
in South Africa, but I think the global
requirement is that by 2020 we will need
an additional six million cyber security
professionals in our industry.
"At the moment, most of us are already
working weekends and evenings to try and
catch up and fill that skills shortage but I
think we are going to see this becoming
even more of a problem moving forward.
So we have to start embracing automation
and the cybernetics aspect and artificial
intelligence," he said.
Cybernetics 2020
Thacker was speaking about the concept
of 'cybernetics 2020' and how automation,
algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI)
are going to shape businesses going forward
and in some cases take over day-to-day IT
security jobs.
"Cybernetics is really the clash between
humans and machines; typically either how
humans have evolved to be more machinelike, but more likely how machines have
evolved to become more human-like," he
explained.
"If we talk about self-reproducing
machines, it sounds a bit crazy, but there
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has been some research in the last few
weeks of people building these machines
that can build grid-like systems, typically
how we build pathways and passageways,
and those of you that deal with neural
networks will understand that this is
something that is available today."
Thacker said the fact is, automation is
already here but will not easily solve infosec
or cyber problems without good models
and good data. However, he believes AI and
automation can be extremely useful in dayto-day IT challenges going forward.
Ending social engineering
"My ambition is to eradicate social
engineering in next few years. I know
there are some phishing attacks that are
so obvious, trying to get you to click on a
link, but I'm thinking of ways that we can
use automation and AI to better protect
the individual, to stop them from clicking
on the link. There are ways of doing it; it's
about having good data and putting into
place a good data model and being able
to identify a specific threat to a specific
individual."
He said more automation will also go
hand-in-hand with changes that companies
can expect from a different kind of
workforce, the likes of 'Generation Z' who
will work in a completely different way.
"The next generation are thinking faster
and they know how to use data more
effectively, perhaps, than we do in our
generation. But how they use that data and
make a business impact is really important
moving forward."
He believes the IT skills brought in by
Generation Z are actually becoming less
important to business, because most
organisations are simplifying processes and
demands in terms of IT skills.
"They are more focused on the innovators.
Moving forward more workers are going
to be freelance. They will be working on
specific problems and specific challenges
and less so on traditional day-to-day ITrelated matters. That is primarily because
of automation coming into organisations
and dealing with those daily tasks; we are
already seeing this," he added.

TRAINING AND E-LEARNING

Accenture commits $200m to
digital skills training

Pierre Nanterme, Accenture's chairman and CEO
By: LAUREN KATE RAWLINS

C

onsultancy firm Accenture will commit
$200 million (around R2.5 billion) over
the next three years to equip disadvantaged
people worldwide, including SA, with skills
for work in the digital age.
The money will go towards helping support
its various programmes already in place,
including: Skills to Succeed, Tech4Good,
Accenture Development Partnerships and
related initiatives.
Accenture's 'Skills to Succeed' programme
has been running in SA since 2015. It aims
to give people the right skills needed to gain
employment in the digital industry, or start
their own company.
The firm says, since 2015, thousands of
South Africans have been trained in this
programme, and the vast majority have gained
employment in digital, software development
and business process services.
One 'Skills to Succeed' programme in the
country is CE3 in rural KwaZulu-Natal, a
connectivity, electricity and education for
entrepreneurship programme, which saw the
launch of solar-powered micro-grids run and
cared for by local famers.
Some of the money pledged will go
towards further supporting CE3 and similar
programmes around the country.
Accenture's Skills to Succeed initiatives have
equipped more than 2.2 million people with
the skills to get a job or build a business since
2010. The new money that has been made
available will allow the company to increase
that number to three million or more by 2020.
"As a technology leader, we have an
obligation to apply new scalable technology

solutions to help solve complex societal
challenges," said Pierre Nanterme, Accenture's
chairman and CEO.
"Our investments will continue to empower
Accenture to produce socially minded
partnerships and programmes that will have
a profound impact on the lives of millions of
people throughout the world, now and for the
future."
An example of Accenture's Skills to
Succeed programme in the rest of the world
is a platform developed in the US that uses
artificial intelligence (AI) to connect young
entrepreneurs from under-represented
communities with the resources, skills,
training and mentoring needed to grow their
business.
In India, Accenture's Tech4Good project
uses AI and augmented reality, to help
disadvantaged people improve their financial
literacy.
"The opportunity to improve lives requires
collaboration across business, government
and non-governmental organisations," says
Nanterme.
"As leaders weigh new technologies and
applications, we all must ask ourselves: Does
this benefit the next generation? If the answer
is yes, it's the right thing to do."
There have been similar initiatives by other
large local and international companies,
including Amazon Web Services, BCX and
Google.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) said recently it
was calling female-headed small and medium
enterprises in need of cloud computing
training, with the selected 30 awarded the
ability to partake in the six-month AWS
CloudStart programme.
In November 2017, BCX announced it
would invest R100 million to grow scarce
digital skills in ICT infrastructure and software
programming alongside cyber security,
fintech and artificial intelligence over three
years in partnership with the Cape Innovation
and Technology Initiative.
Last year, Google trained a million
young people in digital skills across Africa
and pledged to train another million this
year, to help close the digital gap in Africa,
improve employability and encourage
entrepreneurship among young people.
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Top Jobs

SQL Developer
EB SPHERE
Gauteng
3 – 5 years SQL Development
experience
R400k pa – R500k pa
Job Ref: 279379

Intermediate
Java Developer
BCX
Gauteng
2 – 4 years Java Development
experience
R850k pa
Job Ref: 279127

Security Analysts

TELSPACE
Gauteng
At least 2 years’ experience as a
security analyst or relevant experience
as a penetration tester.
Negotiable
Job Ref: 279251

Lead C# Developer
TRUEVO PAYMENTS
Gauteng
Experience – 6 years +
Negotiable
Job Ref: 279382

Sharepoint Developer

DATACENTRIX SOUTH AFRICA
3+ years' experience in development
SharePoint solutions(2013/2016)
2+ years' experience in development
C# .Net solutions
Negotiable
Job Ref: 279443

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
ITWeb Security
Summit
extends to Cape
Town
2018

For the first time, South
Africa's premier information
security event, the ITWeb
Security Summit 2018, was
extended to Cape Town.
The summit was held on 28 and 29 May at the One&Only, and
featured two half-day workshops, with the main conference and
expo hosted the following day. The event featured two renowned
international keynotes: April Wright, senior manager: information
security and compliance at Verizon; and Jayson Street, VP: infosec
at SphereNY. The summit covered a variety of topics, including
the latest threats and mitigation techniques, governance and
compliance, and more technical aspects of cyber security.
www.itweb.co.za

VideoEdge Tricklestor
Johnson Controls has introduced VideoEdge TrickleStor, designed
to maintain the integrity of video data in a surveillance system in
the event of network connectivity loss. TrickleStor technology
records video locally on Illustra cameras in the event of a
connection failure, protecting against video loss in the case of NVR
updates or network outage. When connectivity to the VideoEdge
NVR is lost, video is recorded directly onto the camera's SD card at
the same frame rate, resolution and encoding.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com

New cyber security certification
Johnson Controls has announced that the PowerSeries Neo
intrusion panel from DSC is the first intrusion alarm panel to be
awarded the NF & A2P certification for cyber security protection
from CNPP, the French national authority for risk prevention
and control. The certification was awarded to DSC under a newly
created category that evaluates and certifies a security product's
cyber security readiness. The certification recognises PowerSeries
Neo's ability to withstand cyber attacks, using 128-bit AES
encryption technology on Ethernet and cellular communication
paths, ensuring the integrity of the system even in the event of an
IP network failure.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com

FINANCIAL
Blockchain as a catalyst for smart cities
According to Globetom, the blockchain technology that enables
crypto-currency has much greater worth than the monetary value
of the crypto-currency itself. Using the technology, which creates
a distributed ledger, can provide transparency, security and
continuity to a smart city and its citizens. Using this distributed
ledger to track interactions that a citizen has with the city and
its amenities allows for an entire ecosystem to be developed and
the citizens to be rewarded as a result. A citizen can have his/her
property records, utility bills, rewardable behaviour and all other
touch points within the smart city recorded in a distributed ledger.
www.globetom.com
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Role of privacy in digital marketing
There is no doubt privacy is something that continuously evolves
in the digital marketing climate. The Grapevine Group says privacy
has become one of the most hotly debated topics in recent years.
In an Accenture study done way back in 2014, a staggering 80%
of consumers in the US and UK between the ages of 20 and 40
stated that total privacy in the digital world is a thing of the past.
A high 49% of the same study group stated they would not object
to having purchasing behaviour tracked if it meant more relevant
offers from brands.
www.grapevinegroup.co.za

Cyber security certification
NEC XON has obtained ISO 27001 certification for its Cyber Defence
Operations Centre (CDOC) and Network Operations Centre (NOC),
both of which are a combination of specialist technologies and
personnel. The ISO 27001 standard encapsulates global cyber
security best practice and is a standard liability assurers accept at
the same time demand from clients. "Our customers have peace
of mind that their data is protected based on this verified, global
standards-based certification," says Vernon Fryer, head of NEC
XON's CDOC. "Many organisations now request some form of proof
of how security services are delivered to both ensure they are
protected and to satisfy legislative requirements."
www.nec.xon.co.za

HARDWARE
Don’t settle for black-and-white
Bringing more colour to your business reporting and new levels of
efficiency to your workplace should no longer cost you a fortune.
Thanks to KDS Direct's flexible pricing, SMEs don't have to settle
for anything less than the best quality printing device. KDS
Direct has recently stocked Kyocera Document Solutions' ECOSYS
M5521cdn/ECOSYS M5521cdw high-definition colour A4 printers
on its online platform. The compact new ECOSYS M5521cdn/
ECOSYS M5521cdw is ideally suited for any small or medium-sized
business that's looking for the best colour printing quality, at an
affordable price – it fits perfectly into businesses where a wide
variety of functions are needed.
www.kdsdirect.co.za

Innovation
Roan Systems has been at the
forefront of innovative measures to
create cost-effective yet efficient
printing and mobility solutions for
over 20 years. Small to medium-sized
businesses tend to struggle with the
impact that economical shifts create
in their set industries, and thus
neglect their needs for up-to-date equipment and/or software. In
2017, Roan Systems chief commercial officer Frikkie Koegelenberg
announced the launch of the company's new product as a service
managed solution, called Roan Simplify, to ease the process of
procuring, operating and managing end-of-life or end-of-service
requirements. This is a product-based service based on a location.
www.roan.co.za

Coming
soon...
Brainstorm’s CIO Directory is South Africa’s definitive guide to
the country’s IT decision-makers.
Now in its ninth year Brainstorm
magazine’s CIO Directory
publication is dedicated to
championing the executives
responsible for making the

technology decisions at South
Africa’s leading organisations. In
this definitive guide, we celebrate
the importance of the CIO’s role and
achievements of the individual by
profiling approximately 200 of the
country’s top ICT decision-makers.

This well-respected publication
profiles the top CIOs in South Africa,
in corporate enterprises and leading
medium-sized organisations across
all sectors, as well as CIOs/GITOs in
key government and public sector
organisations.

Each cIO PROFILE IncLudEs:
•
•
•
•
•

head and shoulders photograph
career highlights
description of company
current role and responsibilities
technology vision

• how technology has evolved the vertical
industry
• the most significant challenges faced,
and
• basic contact details.

We’re currently putting together the 2018 edition of this annual printed publication. This is the
definitive list of South Africa’s CIOs. To have your profile listed, or to find out about advertising,
don’t delay, e-mail CIODirectory@itweb.co.za or call Adrian on 011 807 3294.

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.

Visit
Follow us on:

www.careerweb.co.za

NOW
Tel: (011) 807-3294,
info@careerweb.co.za

